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The World’s Most Energy Efficient Supercomputer



The Aurora Tigon node card



Designed at NVIDIA



MIMO Antennas Everywhere

� MIMO antenna design problems: delays, reflections, crosstalk, and radiation

� CUDA can be used to extract and simulate these complex structures efficiently 
This saves $$$ for building and testing prototypes 



An Antenna Test Roadmap



Antenna Design w/ CUDA
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� CUDA is very efficient at 
simulating large structures for 
MIMO antennas

� Can predict reflections and 
radiation patterns accurately 
and within minutes of 
computational time



Antenna Radiation Patterns w/ CUDA

1.575 GHz 2.45 GHz

5 GHz 5.5 GHz 6 GHz
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PCB Antenna Design Schematics���� Patterns



BT Antenna SAR Simulations w/ CUDA

SAR @ 
0.355 mW/g (1g)

SAR @ 
0.355 mW/g (10g)



Interface-Interface Broadside Coupling

These are the same traces on L6.
Their transmission parameters 

are calculated with coupling from L7

These are traces on L6.
Their transmission parameters 

are calculated without coupling 
from L7

The only difference is trace (4,9)  same
As (24, 29) is slightly better when no 

coupling exists. The rest are the same. 
This means the 76um separation 
(L6-L7) has minimal effect



Interface-Interface Broadside Coupling
With Coupling from L6-L6
L7 is terminated (almost no 
L7 coupling)

With Coupling from L6-L6
L7 is not there (no L7 coupling)



Interface-Interface Broadside Coupling
With Coupling from L6-L6 and L7-L6
L7 is not terminated (aggressor 
with coupling)

With Coupling from L6-L6
L7 is not there (no L7 coupling)
(same as on previous page)



Component and Channel Performance
TCM1210H-900-2P

CMC by end of P2452

NO TCM1210H-900-2P

1210H-900 0605G-900

Overall Channel S-Parameter



Channel: Will doubling bus speed work?

@ Speed:

Height = 885 mV

Width = 380ps

@ 2x Speed: 

Pre-emphasis = 3.5dB

DCD jitter = 8ps

CLK DCD = 2ps

PJ jitter = 20ps

RJ = 2ps

Height = 462 mV

Width = 114ps



EMI Design process at NVIDIA

� Simulate design early on to 
predict EMI problems

� Estimate non-measurable 
quantities like current 
distribution

� Identify performance failure 
points

� Optimize design though 
multiple simulation iterations 
with accelerated 
computations using NVIDIA 
GPU hardware

� Measure and certify product



Geometrical Effects

Support material effects Scaling effects

Housing effects

Increasing
thickness

Increasing Er Increasing
Scaling Fact.



Effects of GND Plane Length and Width

Position 1 Position 2 Position 3



Antenna & Ground Plane Coupling (Position)

Position 1 Position 2 Position 3

960 MHz 1170 MHz
2000 MHz



Influence of Ground on Antenna Coupling

2000 MHz

Traces
excited

Traces
excited

Time domain noise voltage (V) at antenna port. Traces are excited

with a pseudo-random bit sequence of ~2Gbit/s  



Influence of Ground on Antenna Coupling

� Coupling between the traces’ and antenna’s current 
paths is the main contributing factor to noise

� Hence, during the placement stage of components on 
the PCB one has to carefully select the place where 
digital interfaces are placed

� Need to avoid any current return path discontinuities to 
prevent large current coupling 



Influence of Ground on Antenna Coupling

• Coupling between traces and antenna are significantly 
reduced by about 50% up to 2.5 GHz by choosing appropriate 
values of C (delay) among the various groups.



Summary of Antenna and Ground Coupling
� Coupling between PCB antennas and digital interfaces should be carefully 
studied for the overall performance of a PCB

� Interaction between the return currents of digital interfaces and antenna 
current profiles in ground planes is the main contributor to coupling. This 
allows for a successful component placement

� In receive mode, the crosstalk from the digital interface to the antenna 
reduces the sensitivity of the receiving module

� In transmit mode, the crosstalk from the antenna to the digital interfaces 
deteriorates the eye diagram and leads to higher bit error rates

� Designs can be simulated and optimized by placing digital interface 
components outside regions of crowded currents and path discontinuities

� Coupling caused by digital buses on PCB antennas can be reduced by about 
50% by applying an appropriate phase shift between different bytes

� A field solver augmented by CUDA acceleration can be used to solve for 
fields for large problem sizes to identify potential design problems


